Preparation of distinct ubiquitin chain reagents of high purity and yield.
The complexity of protein ubiquitination signals derives largely from the variety of polyubiquitin linkage types that can modify a target protein, each imparting distinct functional consequences. Free ubiquitin chains of uniform linkages and length are important tools in understanding how ubiquitin-binding proteins specifically recognize these different polyubiquitin modifications. While some free ubiquitin chain species are commercially available, mutational analyses and labeling schemes are limited to select, marketed stocks. Furthermore, the multimilligram quantities of material required for detailed biophysical and/or structural studies often makes these reagents cost prohibitive. To address these limitations, we have optimized known methods for the synthesis and purification of linear, K11-, K48-, and K63-linked ubiquitin dimers, trimers, and tetramers on a preparative scale. The high purity and relatively high yield of these proteins readily enables material-intensive experiments and provides flexibility for engineering specialized ubiquitin chain reagents, such as fluorescently labeled chains of discrete lengths.